We Won -- All Across the Board

By Anna Von Reitz

Spread the good news!

It has been a long, hard, nasty, inch-by-inch uphill struggle against the powers of darkness in the bowels of the banking world, but the World Snake is being forced to eat its tail instead of causing trouble for everyone else. I can take no particular credit for this, other than my actions locating and securing assets belonging to Americans --- the glory of this victory (ironically) belongs to bankers, and especially our own banking team.

I would go further in extolling the virtue, knowledge, foresight, dedication, determination, courage, and valor of Our Guys, but at the present moment, they are not terribly popular in certain circles.

Rest assured these men and women will be lauded and rewarded for all the good they are accomplishing on a worldwide basis, and their names may only be remembered by friends and family, but their work will endure for generations---because it is all founded on the rock of love for our planet and love for our fellow man and love for our Creator.

197 million Troy ounces of American gold has been recovered, trillions in treaty gold has been assigned to the actual beneficiaries, and we are beginning the process of repatriating American gold, along with American credit, stocks, bonds, and silver.

We are also well on the way to the Grand Opening of our Bilateral Bank System.

Soon Americans will be able to open their accounts in our private International Trade Banks. Those Americans who have already "Signed In" will have relief from mortgage fraud and other ills, and billions more people worldwide stand to see the same relief coming to them.

It's happening, and it's happening because it was never legal or lawful to force Americans to accept legal tender without recourse.
There had to be remedy built in, and there was--- otherwise, taking our lawful money (gold and silver) in exchange for paper currency issued against our own credit would be robbery under force and color of law.

So lift your heads and savor the good news. Take a little mental vacation and visit your own Happy Place. Remember the good and honest people of the Earth, working away, often without pay, without fanfare, without support --- and the loyal Public Servants who have helped to turn the tide.
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